
COLOSSIANS: CONFRONTING THE CULTS 

Friday, October 30 

Reading: Colossians 2 
 

Colossians 2:8  See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which 

depends on human tradition and the elemental spiritual forces of this world rather than on Christ.  
 

Cults are everywhere. Today, one of the most talked about groups is Scientology. Created by 

science fiction author L. Ron Hubbard in 1953, Scientology teaches that “people are immortal 

spiritual beings who have forgotten their true nature.” 
1
 Hubbard described his Dianetics and 

other Scientology “technology” as “a ‘route’, a way, rather than a dissertation or assertive body 

of knowledge. Through its drills and studies one may find the truth for himself. The technology 

is therefore not expounded as something to believe, but something to ‘do’.” 
2
 All for a price, of 

course! It has gained popularity through vocal celebrities like John Travolta and Tom Cruise who 

have bought into it. 

 

Cults are nothing new! Paul confronted them in his missionary journeys. In Colossians, he calls 

them “hollow and deceptive philosophy.” This speaks to the utter lack of meaningful spiritual 

help the cults can provide. They deceive their followers by twisting (or ignoring) the truth of 

God into the lies of Satan. Paul also says they are based on “human traditions and the basic 

principles of this world.” They spring from the ideas and desires of men, not the Word of God. 

 

How do you recognize a cult? Two questions will help us determine the truth: (1) What do they 

believe about Jesus Christ? and (2) What do they believe about the Word of God? Any “church” 

that teaches there are other ways of spiritual fulfillment and salvation are deceived. Any 

“church” that believes another book or the words of a particular leader are just as important as 

the Bible is a cult. 

 

The word “philosophy” means love of wisdom. But no man-made religion can lead to God’s 

wisdom. Paul reminds us that “all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge” are found in Christ 

(2:2-3). 

 

How do we defend ourselves and our churches against Satan’s false religions? Paul tells us to 

“continue to live in [Christ].” We must stay connected to our Head, the Lord Jesus (2:7, 18-19). 

When we forget to put Christ first in our lives, we are in danger of falling into Satan’s lies. Paul 

spends the remainder of this letter describing what this should look like in the Christians life. Are 

you being “rooted and built up in Him” and “strengthened in the faith”? Or are you an easy target 

for Satan’s cult of lies? 

 

POINTS TO PONDER: 

In addition to cults, one of Satan’s more subtle methods is to try to get believers to focus on a list 

of rules instead of focusing on Christ (2:16-23). Those who measure spiritual growth by external 

demands are missing the point. Paul would say they have lost their Head! Following a bunch of 

rules may make you LOOK holy, but it can never MAKE you holy. A relationship with Jesus 

Christ is the only thing that will produce holiness in our lives. He is the Head who causes us to 

grow.
  

 

1
 For an interesting look at Scientology see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_Scientology 

2
 https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Scientology 

 

 

READ THE NT: Revelation 3 


